There are more quarries and the remains of quarryman’s houses along here.
Two hundred years ago this would have been a very busy place. The cheese s tone
would’ve been hauled out by teams of horses pulling big heavy wagons.

the track as it winds around the bottom of the wood. You
8	Follow
can see the quarry face on your left and pass Grinshill Animal
Rescue Centre.
the track opens out ignore the turnings to the right to Grinshill
9	When
and follow the path left round the back of the village hall.
the track turns right go straight on along a narrower path.
!	Where
This is the Shropshire Way.
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track widens again, keep to the main track bearing right to some
#	The
wooden rails.
left uphill here to follow a sunken bridleway back to the car
$	Keep
park.

Kangaroo Facts
☞ Stone from Grinshill was used to build Haughmond

Abbey near Shrewsbury. The original Abbey was
built from sugar cubes. Unfortunately it was washed
away during the ‘Dissolution of the Monasteries’ in
the 16th century.

☞ Cheddar cheese is famously quarried from the Cheddar Gorge. The small
blocks you see in supermarkets are cut from giant, house-sized slabs.
They’ve never used this to make bridges because mice would eat them.

☞ Kangaroos love cheese. They think building out of it is daft but would
have a go if the money was right.
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W HAT SORI T?
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Type of ground – Woodland paths
and tracks – can be muddy

How long? – To viewpoint, less than
1 mile / 1.6 km. Longer walk 2½
miles / 4 km. Allow 1 or 2 hours

How easy? – To the viewpoint is

easy peasy. Walking further is hilly
but not silly

Suitable for pushchairs? – Only

for the all-terrain sort

Welcome to the famous

e
stoncheese
quarries of Grinshill.
A stroll to the viewpoint
that can develop into an
adventurous woodland
wander.

Finding the start
Corbet Wood (Grid reference SJ525238) is 9 miles north of Shrewsbury to
the left of the A49. Turn off at Preston Brockhurst towards Clive; then take
the next left.

Start

Hill Farm

Post Office

out of the car park entrance, past the old
1	Head
quarryman’s hut, and go left along the lane.

Really tall people looking over the wall on the left will see a BIG square hole.
Blocks of rock, bigger than fridges, were hauled out here to make churches and
bridges. English Bridge and Welsh Bridge in Shrewsbury were both built from
Grinshill cheese. s tone

Clive
Skool
Quarry

Church

Animal Rescue
Centre

Corbet Wood

Grinshill Hill

to the lane passing houses on the left
2andKeep
right until you reach a metal barrier on

Grinshill

the left.

Church

Go round the barrier, straight
3
through the trees across the
clearing and follow the path
uphill.
When you meet the broad
4
sandy path turn left uphill (not
suitable for pushchairs without
help). At the top you pass the
square concrete trig point and
beacon to get to the view point. Caution! – cliff edge
People have carved their names into the
rock here for years. Over 200 million years
ago something else left its mark here. It
was a small lizard-like dinosaur called a
Rhynchosaur. It didn’t carve its footprints
but left them in the rock when it was
still sandy mud. Fossil skeletons of
Rhynchosaurus have also been found
here.
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Retrace your steps and then stay on the broad sandy path downhill to
5
eventually reach the main track. Ahead of you, to the left, is Clive school.
There is a lovely clearing with a bench and great views; you can see the
spire of Clive church, here. For the shorter walk turn right along the track
to return to the car park.
urn left past the school and down the sunken track cut in to the
6 Tbedrock,
to reach the road by Clive church.
This is a lovely church made from the two different coloured cheeses quarried
s
from Grinshill.
sandstone

urn left, along the road round the church wall then left back into the
7 Twood
along a muddy track.

